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6. Who was appointed the first Vice-Chancellor of Banaras l{indu University ?

(1) Madan Mohan Malviya

(3) Shanti Swaroop Bhatnagar

(2) S.Radhakrishnan

(a) Sir Sundar Lal

(1)

(3)

(2) gso .*rE-T
(4) sr {tq{ ard

o-rqft trq furqftsrcrq $l ssrrT e-dqh dq ftgqf, gur w ?

qc;q +f,q qri{-frq

edfr lgsq qdqrrrc

7, Rabindra Nath Tagore was awarded'Nobel Prize'in the year :

(1) 1e11 (2) 1e12 (3) 1e13 (4\ 1eL4

{k{ qlsr'ffi{ 6} dr}m gqrsr{ t frrq qS HEqrB-fr frrqr rrqr ?

(1) 1e11 (2) te12 (3) 1e13 (4) 1eL4

8. Who,is farnous as'Devbani''?

(1) Sanskrit (2) Hindi (3) Bangla (4) Telgu

'tqqpft' d uq q otq qffin t ?

(1) s{r.er (2) R=fl (3) Trrdl (4) t-nrt

9. When ancient Olympic games'were started ?

(1) 394 B.C. (2) 493 B.C.
i1'1.r.i ,:r1f ';.iil', :irr . r:"r'' '1.1,"1'r': ;'.i

Hrfi-{ 3iEFwF da oe xnrr gs ?

(1) 3e4{o f,o (2) 493{o To (3) 676{o To

10. 'Indian Institute of Mass Communication' is situated in :

(4) 776$o [o

(1) New Delhi (2) Bangalore (3) Ahmedabad (4) Chennai

:.- 'sBqq El+q{e sfr$ ,Trs mruffirq' od Rera t ?

;.' .'-{1* ffi q (2) *q-d{ d (0 etrrcrorq t (+) trqg q

(3)RET/IZr{e3@
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11. The radius of convergence of the Power series' I nlZ"- is :

n=0

(3) e2(1) e (2) 1
e

(4) 0

')
6 n-X

12. A sequenc. U,\|=r, of tunctions is defined by fl*)=Gi7 Yvr,e IR ' Then i

15:

(1) neither point - wise nor uniformly convergent'

(2) point - wise convergent but not uniformly convergent.

(3) point - wise as well as uniformly convergent'

(4) not point - wise convergent but uniformly convergent'

13. Let Cpfa,blbe the vector space of all *"loYs teal - valued on the

interval la,blinlH under usual operations. For / ecpfa,bl, define :

ll/ll, : fff<*'>p*, ll/ll- ='"p l/(')fr 
" 

xe[a'b]'then

(1) \Cnlo,Ul,tl ll, ) is a normed linear sPace but not a Banach space' ''

(2) \cnlo;u\,il ll* ) is a normed linear space but,not aBanach-space.

(3) lColo,bl,ll ll, ) is a Banach space but not a Hilbert sPace'

(4) \Colo,b\,ll ll- ) it utt inner product sPace but not a Hilbert sPace'

l'" o .'l*'i)
14. Asequence U"j}'.'.of functionsisdefinedby /r(r)={ 'r 

-":''t:"t^' - 
lo \f xe[o'1] - [+ 't -" L,n

Then for this sequence of functions : , : : j

(L) Fatou's lemma does not aPPIY

(2) Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem applies'
.

(3) Fatou's lemma applies but Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem

not apply.

(4) Fatou's lemma as well as Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem appl

RET/12/Test 8/904 (4)
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15. The tuncti on f (z) - "inl, 
z * A has' '

(1) an isolated essential singularity at z = A '

(2) non - isolated essential singularit y at z =0 '

(3) a pole of order 2 at z =0 '

( ) a simple Pole at z=A '

16. Let X and Y be normed linear sPaces over a field K(=tp or C) and B(& Y) be the

normed linear space of all bounded linear transformation on X into Y' then :

(1) B (X, Y) is a Banach sPace +X is a Banach sPace'

(2) B (X, Y) is a Banach space +Y is a Banach sPace'

(3) X is a Banach space = B (X, Y) is a Banach sPace'

(4) Y is a Banach sPace = B (X, Y) is a Banach sPace'

17. Let X = la,b, c\

andt=10, X, {o\, {u\, \o,bl\,

Then T is :

(1) the indiscrete toPologY on X'

(2) the discrete toPologY on X'

(3) a topology on X which can not be induce by a metric on X'

(4) a Hausdorff toPologY on X'

If G is a non - abelian SrouP of order 12 having a normal sylow 3 - subgroup

then G has an element of order :

18.

g)2
RET/12fr@904
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19. The total number of composition series of the group Z3sis:

(4) 6

20. If T is a nilpotent operator with index of nilpotency k then f, n > 1, is also
nilpotent operator with index of nilpotency :

(1) 3 (2) 4

(1) greator than k.

(3) less than or equal to k.

The real projective space IH,Po i: :

(1) orientable if n is even.

(3) not orientable if n is even.

(2) always orientable.

(4) always non - orientable.

(4) Pr + Pz

:

:

i
I

-

.l

d) has a Lebesgue.
j:

:
a. ::,

E
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:

:1

\
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(3) s

21. The splitting field of the polynomi al xs-1over the field Q of rationals, and i
degree, are given by :

(1) e(r"its ), s e) e(rt"its), + (3) e(r2"4u), + (4) e(rr"it'), s

If Pr and Pz ar€ the prime subfields of the two fields Fr and Fz respectively
where Fr c Fz, then :

(1) Pr : Pz (2) Pz > Pr

(2) equal to k.,

(4) less than k.

24. Let X be a non - empty set an R a relation on X. Then'R is'an equivalence
relation in X if :

(1) R is symmetric and circular in X (2) R is reflexive and triangular in X

(3) R is reflexive and transitive in X (4) R is symmetric and transitive in X

Which one of the following statements is not correct for a compact metric spacc
(& d):

(1) (X, d) satisfies Bolzano - Weierstrass property.

(2) (X, d) is sequentially compact.

(3) (X, d) is totally bounded and complete.

(4) (& a) is totally bounded and no open cover of (&
number.

RETIl?Test 81904 (6)
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26. Which one of the following statementsis ngt correct : 
l

(1) Every C'n - manifold (M, g) satisfies the first axion of countability.

(2) Every C'n - manifold (M, G) is totally connected

(3) If a C'n - manifold (M, e) is Hausdorff then it is locally compact.

(4) Every C'n - manifold (M, e) is paracompact.

Poincare conjecture was Proved bY :

(1) R.S. Kulkarni (2) R. S. Hamilton. (3) R. S. Mishra (4) G.Perelman

28. Which one of the following statements is not correct :

(1) The odd dimensional spheres Sh*1 always admit a sasakian structure.

(2) The odd dimensional euclidean sPaces R'"*' al*ays admit a Sasakian

structure.

(3) The ev.en dimensional spheres Sh always admit a Kaehler structure.

(4) Every three dimensional compact Riemannian manifold admits a contact

structure.

interval [50,551 then the number of steps n

needed to compute root of an equation with relative accuracy of 10-2 are :

29.

(L) n>2 (2) n>3 (3) n>4 (a) n>5

30. If /is a continuous function of,(t, s) where 0 < t s 1

assume that on this domain :

lf (t,'r)-f (t,s) l= kl', -'rl,
then the two point boundary value problem

v" = f(t,x), x(o) = g, r(1) =

has a unique solution if

and-o<s<rcand

(3) k=4 (4) k=8

(7)

0,

P. T. O,



31. The differential equation describing
differential equation :

A U*r+ (x+ yz)U*v + W Uvy:0 is

computed as :

(1) K(A) = ll a ttll o' 
ll

(3) K(A) =lAllo'I

the characteristic curve of the partial

(1) ,(*)' - (,. r.-)#.w:o (z) ,(#)- k* r')*.xa:o

(3) ,(9\' * (,* /.\++xy=o\ax) 'ax rnr ,(#)* (,*v'W.w:o

32. System Ax = b is called ill conditioned if condition number K(A) is large and is

(2) K(A) = ll a 
ll

(4) K(A)=lAll

o-, 
ll

orl

33. Which one of the following is in general not a convel set

(L) Subspace of [R"

(2) BallB (ro,/) ={r.fR''l r-rol. r}

(3) Intersection of all Convex sets

(4) Union of all convex sets

34. Which one of the following is not a method of solving a non - linear
programrning problem :

(1) Frank and Wolfe's method. (2) Penalti function method.

(3) Rosen gradient projection method (4) Karmarkar's algorithm.

RET/l2lTest 81904 (8)



35. The degree of freedom of a dynamical system of n particles with k holonomic
constraints is :

36,

(2) k -3n. (3) 3k - n.

The equations of motion of a dynamical system in
are in terms of :

(1) two sets of first order differential equations.

(2) two sets of second order differential equations.

(3) one set of second order differential equations.

(4) one set,of first order differential equations.

g7. 4i and q;respectively are the generalized coordinates and velocity of a

mechanical system and piare its generalized momenta. If H is the Hamiltonian

of the system then Hamilton's equations of motion are :

(1) 3n-k

(3) Qi =

(a) n - 3k.

the Lagrangian formulation

(1) ,,=#,U,:# (2) 4,:Y , i'i =oPi

AH

AH

oqi

AH

(1) #.[F, H1=s

-:1*, AF(3) i*lr, Hl= 0
..1?+4-

(4) ,,- -# , pi:

(2) #.[FI, F1=s

(4) #*rr,Fl:0

opi

AH
, Pi =;-

o4i oqi

38. The path which allows a particle to move under the influence of gravity only, in
the least possible time, starting at rest from one fixed point to some other lower
fixed point is a :

(1") Catenary (2) parabola (3) hyperbola (4) Cycloid

39. If a functionF(qi, p;, t)is a constant of motion of a mechanical system and lI is

the Hamiltonian of the system, then

ii.%-

(e) P. T. O.
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fluid is rotational then the vorticity vector d and the angurar
velocity vector d ur"related by : 

(r'---'-

(1) d=*a -+
7t)d=2

tt2
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(3) al'= 4rl' 1l-12=rl*|(4)

1' Let (B' il ll) u" a real Banach space in which norm satisfies the paralrelogramlaw i.e.

ll * * vll, *ll, -v llr={1,gr,+ llvilrl v x, a e B

If the function < > is defined by

<x,a, =ilil **y 
ll, 
*ll*-vil, 

J* x,a eB :"": r-:':'-"'']1

then show that & is a Hilbert space with < > as an inner product.. :: .
2' If a real valued function t tr 

r:Tu*; sjr."ltjes integrabre with respect t. amonotonicallyincreasingzur,",ior, 
cr, on[a,b]inlFli.e.,f 

=R(61) , .:::.;,, ::._,
t 

. 

----'--.6 rqrLL(rll Lr" un [4, DJ m I

then show that

lf l 'R (c')I

show that a group of prime power order is sorvabre.

Let M be an R - modure. If every 
1ub 

modure of M is finitely generated thenshow that M satisfies ur""r,ai.g 
"ilulr, "o.,aition for its sub modures.

(10)RET/lfiesr 8/904



5. Prove that a C'n-atlas on a set M induces a natural topology on M.

t'..

6. Let (M', B) be an n - dimensional Riemarurian manifold. If all membres of the
matrix (gp) of gp be strictly positive real numbers at a point p eM then show

that

Zn 3 n2 *2n

Where Z. is the number of zeroelements in the inverse matrix (Bo') of (gp).

7. Find the solution satisfying kuhn - Tucker conditions of the problem,

min. xl +2x1,

subject to xl +2xl<5 ,

2\ -2x, =1 .

8. Briefly describe finite element methods for solution of differential equations.

9. Verify whether the transformation

e:ros[y),

p=q cotp

is a contact transformation.

10. For a steady motion of an inviseid incompressible fluid of uniform density

under conservative forces, show that the Vorticity il xrdvelocity f, satisfir the

equation
;:4;.,

':'t5:!- --r -) -)(q -v) w

( 11

= (d.it i
)

-:,ii:fu
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